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ABSTRACT 
Operator polynomials (i.e., polynomials over endomorphism algebras of vector 
spaces) are studied m the framework of polynomial modules and their comodule 
duals, i.e., the comodules of linearly recursive sequences. The subcomodules, which 
replace the concept of Jordan matrix pairs, contain enough information to recover the 
polynomials up to unit factors. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Our main objective is to present a coordinate independent approach to 
the study of operator polynomials (i.e., polynomials over endomorphism 
algebras of vector spaces). It works for finite dimensional vector spaces V 
over any perfect field k (e.g., char k = 0 or k finite) and is based on the 
observation that the coordinate free version of a Jordan matrix pair in the 
sense of [4, 71 is that of a finite dimensional subcomodule of the comodule 
V[ xl0 of linearly recursive sequences in the linear dual V * of V. The 
subcomodule associated with an operator polynomial P contains all the 
information required to recover P up to unit factors. Our approach also 
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provides an effective method to construct divisors of operator polynomials. 
The exposition is self-contained in the sense that no advance knowledge 
of the theory of coalgebras and comodules is needed. General definitions are 
given in Section 1, and whatever special knowledge is required will be 
developed in Sections 3 and 4. 
A basic fact, established in more general form in Section 1, is 
inclusion reversing bijective 
M of the polynomial module V[ x] and finite dimensional 
subcomodules M ’ of the comodule of linearly recursive sequences V[ xl” (for 
the scalar case see also [S]). Together with some results of [2, Chapter 1; 31, 
which are recalled in Section 2 for an arbitrary principal ideal domain, this 
gives bijective correspondences between equivalence classes of regular opera- 
tor polynomials (i.e., polynomials P with det P z 01, submodules of finite 
codimension of V[ x], and finite dimensional subcomodules of V[x]“. These 
bijective correspondences lead to a useful characterization of manic (the 
leading coefficient is the identity endomorphism) and of comonic (the 
constant term is the identity) operator polynomials in terms of the corre- 
sponding subcomodules (which are called manic and comonic, respectively). 
A manic operator polynomial P and its manic divisors are completely 
determined by (and can be constructed from) the corresponding subcomod- 
ules. 
The standard method of avoiding the eigenvalue zero reduces the general 
divisor problem (i.e., that of finding divisors) to that of comonic divisors of 
comonic polynomials. An intrinsic “extension to monies” process in Section 6 
establishes a bijective correspondence between comonic subcomodules of 
V[ x]” and manic subcomodules not containing all of V *, which reflects the 
correspondence Q = xdeg ’ P(l/x) between comonic polynomials P and 
manic polynomials Q not divisible by r. It allows, together with the results 
for the manic case, the explicit construction of a comonic operator polynomial 
of least degree associated with a comonic subcomodule of V[x]“. 
1. COALGEBBAS AND COMODULES 
1.1 
A cocommutative coalgebra C is a vector space with a structure “dual” to 
that of a commutative algebra, i.e., a counit E : C + k and a comultiplication 
S : C + C 8 C satisfying 
(a> the counit law: (E 8 C)6 = C = (C 8 ~16, 
(b) coassociativity: (6 8 C>S = (C @ S>S, 
(c) cocommutativity: u6 = S, where u switches tensor factors. 
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Note that the symbol C is used in the dual role of the underlying vector 
space and of its identity automorphism. Every coalgebra has a canonical 
decomposition into a direct sum (coproduct) of irreducible (indecomposable) 
subcoalgebras. This is easy to see in the finite dimensional case and follows in 
the general case from the fact that every element of a coalgebra is contained 
in a finite dimensional subcoalgebra [l, 5, 91. 
A C-comodule N is a vector space together with a coaction of C on N, 
that is, a linear map CY : N -+ N 8 C such that 
(d) (N Q E)(Y = N and 
(e) (N @ 6)a = ((Y @ C)(Y. 
1.2 
If V and W are vector spaces, then we have a canonical linear map 
V * @ W * 9 (V 8 W )*, which is an isomorphism if and only if one of the 
factors V or W is finite dimensional. From this we see that the linear dual 
C” of a coalgebra C is an algebra and that of a C-comodule N is a 
C*-module. The linear dual of a finite dimensional algebra (A, K, /.L> is a 
coalgebra (A*, K*, /.L*), where K* : A* -+ k and p.* : A* + (A 8 A)* E A* 
8 A* are the duals of the unit map K : k -+ A and of the multiplication map 
/..L : A 8 A + A, respectively. If A is infinite dimensional, then the linear 
map A* @A+(A@A) * is not bijective and A* is not a coalgebra yet. But 
the subspace of representative functionals A0 is a coalgebra in a natural way. 
A functional f E A* is called representative if its kernel kerf contains an 
ideal J of finite codimension [so that f can be viewed as an element of the 
finite dimensional coalgebra (A/J)*]. The coalgebra A0 is then the direct 
limit A0 = “,“I( A/J)* of the directed system of finite dimensional coalge- 
bras (A/J)*, where J runs through the ideals of finite codimension of A. 
Similar considerations apply to A-modules M and their A’-comodules of 
representative functionals M ' = lim ,( M/L)*. 
The A-module structure on M * defined by (ufXm> =f(am) clearly 
restricts to M ‘, and the A’-comodule structure is its “adjoint” in the 
following sense. If L is a submodule of finite codimension of M, then 
J = ann(M/L) = {alaM G L) is an ideal of finite codimension in A. The 
A-module structure on (M/L)* defined by (uf)(m + L) =f(am + L) is 
actually an A/J- module structure. The ( A/J)*-comodule structure on 
(M/L)* is then given by the adjoint map 
a : (M/L)* + Vect( A/J, (M/L)*) g (A/J)* @ (M/L)*. 
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Thus M” is the sum of the finite dimensional submodules of M*, and a 
finite dimensional subspace of M * is an A-submodule of M” if and only if it 
is an A’-subcomodule. This applies in particular to A itself. 
1.3 
The annihilator maps ‘:Sub(M’) -+ Sub(M)and’:Sub(M) + Sub(M’) 
between the lattice of subcomodules N of the A’-comodule M” and the 
lattice of submodules L of the A-module M are defined by N’ = (ml Nm = 
0) = kel( M --j N*) and L’ = {fl_f( L) = 0) = ked M” * Lo), respectively. 
LEMMA 1.3. The annihilator map ’ : Sub( M ‘1 + Sub(M) is inclusion 
reversing and sends sums to intersections. It restricts to a bqection between 
finite dimensional subcomodules of M” and submodules offinite codimension 
ofM. 
Proof. The first assertion follows directly from the definitions. The 
annihilator N’ of a finite dimensional subcomodule of M” is a submodule of 
finite codimension in M, and N = N’, since N * is a finite dimensional 
A-module and N 2 N * * as A’-comodules. Conversely, if L is a submodule 
of finite codimension in M, then M/L E (M/L)**; hence L’ = kel( M” + 
Lo> z (M/L)* is finite dimensional and L = L”. q 
1.4 
A commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra H is a cocommutative 
coalgebra with 
(1) a commutative algebra structure such that counit and comultiplication 
are algebra maps, and 
(2) something called an antipode w : H + H, which is an automorphism 
of order two for the coalgebra structure as well as the algebra structure of H 
and which satisfies the equation &C @ w)6 = KE = ~(w @ C)6. 
The representative functionals on a Hopf algebra H form again a Hopf 
algebra H ‘, since the product of representative functionals in the algebra H * 
is again representative. A Hopf algebra whose underlying coalgebra is irre- 
ducible is called connected. The coalgebras and comodules considered in this 
paper are subcoalgebras of the Hopf algebra of linearly recursive sequences 
k[xlO and subcomodules of its comodules of linearly recursive sequen- 
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ces V[ xl’, respectively. These are constructed explicitly in Sections 3 and 4. 
The reader who wants to learn more about coalgebras and their applications 
may consult [9, 1, 6, 51. 
2. MODULES OVER PRINCIPAL IDEAL DOMAINS 
2.1 
Our main interest lies with finitely generated modules over the polyno- 
mial algebra k[ x], which is a principal ideal domain. Among commutative 
rings with identity the principal ideal domains are characterized by the 
following property: 
Every submodule M of a free module F is free. 
Moreover, rank M < rank F. The results of this section depend on this fact 
alone and are formulated for a general principal ideal domain A, postponing 
everything that is specific to k[ x] to Section 3. Here is a description of the 
relationship between submodules of a free A-module F and endomorphisms 
of F. 
2.2 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If M is a submodule of a free module F offinite rank 
over a principal ideal domain A, then: 
(a) M = PF for some endonwrphism P E End(F). 
(b) M=PF~QFifundonlyifP=QEforsomeEEEnd(F). 
(c> F/M is torsion (M = PF is of maximal rank in F) if and only if 
det P # 0 (i.e., P is regular). 
Proof. Let {fi, fi,. . . , fJ be a basis of F. Then M, as a submodule of 
F, is free, and r = rank M < rank F = n. 
(a): If {mi, rn2,. . , M,.} is a basis of M, then r < n. Define P E End(F) 
by Pfi = mi for 1 < i < r and PfL = 0 for r < i < n. Then M = PF. 
(b): If P = QE, h t en clearly M = PF = QEF c QF. Conversely, if M c 
QF, then for 1 < i < r choose gi E F such that Qgi = m,. Define E E 
End(F) by Eft = gi for 1 < i < r and Efi = 0 for r < i < n. Then Pfi = 
QEfi forl<i<n. 
(c): If F/M is torsion, then its annihilator ideal in A is uA for some 
0 z a E A. Hence, aF c M = PF, and by (b) we have al = PE for some 
E E End(F), where Z is the identity map. This implies that 0 # un = det al 
= det PE = det P det E and thus det P # 0. Conversely, if 0 # Z det P = 
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P adj P, then (b) implies that (det P)F c PF. Thus, the A-module F/PF = 
F/M, as a quotient of the torsion module F/(det P)F, is itself torsion. H 
2.3 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let M = PF be a submodule of maximal rank in the 
free A-module F, i.e., a submodule such that F/M is torsion. Then M = QF 
if and only if P = QU for some automorphism U E A&F). 
Proof. If PF = M = QF, th en by Proposition 2.2(b), P = QE and 
Q = PG for some E and G in End(F). Thus, P = PEG, and from 0 Z det P 
= det P det E det G in A we see that E is invertible. The converse is 
obvious. n 
2.4. Remarks 
(1) The automorphism group Aut( F) of th free A-module F acts by right 
multiplication on the submonoid of regular endomorphisms of End( F). [After 
a choice of basis in F, this can be described as the action by right 
multipliction of the group GL,L(A) on the regular matrices in M,(A).] 
Corollary 2.3 establishes a bijective correspondence between the orbits of this 
action (equivalence classes of regular endos of F) and submodules of 
maximal rank in F. 
(2) It follows from Proposition 2.2 that greatest common left divisors and 
least common left multiples of a finite subset of End(F) exist and that they 
can be characterized by sums and intersections of submodules of F. In 
particular, 
gcld( P, Q) F = PF + QF, lclm( P, Q) F = PF f~ QF. 
This can be used to show that the map which sends P to P End(F) 
establishes a bijective correspondence between the orbits under the above 
action and the right ideals of maximal rank in End(F). As a consequence of 
this fact we get the following analog to Proposition 2.2. 
(3) Let J be a right ideal of End(F). Then: 
(a) J = P End(F) f or some P E End(F), i.e., the right ideals of End(F) are 
principal. 
(b) J _C Q End(F) if and only if P = QE for some E E End(F). 
(c) End( F)/J is t orsion exactly when det P # 0, i.e., when P is regular. 
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3. THE HOPF ALGEBRA OF LINEARLY RECURSIVE 
SEQUENCES 
3.1 
The polynomial algebra k[ x] is not only a principal ideal domain but also 
a Hopf algebra with counit E : k[ x] --, k, diagonal 6 : k[ x] + k[ x] @ k[ x], 
and antipode w : k[ x] + k[x] given by EX” = O”, 6x” = (x 8 1 + 1 Q x)“, 
and wx n = ( -xl”, respectively. In fact, k[ x ] is the only connected Hopf 
algebra which is also a principal ideal domain. The linear dual k[ xl* is a 
topological algebra (product topology with k discrete) with unit E and with 
convolution f*g = <f 8 g)S as multiplication. In terms of the “topological 
basis” {z,lm > O], where z,( x”> = Sz, multiplication is given by 
z,*z, = (n ;m)z”+_. 
The Hopf algebra dual k[ xl0 (see Section 1) is the subalgebra of representa- 
tive functionals in k[x]*. These are functionals f E k[ xl* whose kernel 
contains an ideal 1 of finite codimension (i.e., an ideal J # 01, so that f can 
be viewed as an element of the finite dimensional coalgebra (k[ xl/J)* and 
hence 
k[ x]” = 12 (k[ xl/J)*, 
I 
where the direct limit is taken over all nonzero ideals of k[ xl. Since 
J =pk[x]forsomepolynomial p = COGiGr p,x’,weseethateachfE k[x]O 
is represented by an (infinite) series f = C, > o a,.~,, whose coefficients 
form a linearly recursive sequence in k, i.e., satisfy Cod i ~ 1‘ ~~a,+~ = 0 fo; all 
j (see also [8]). Al on with k[x]O we shall also use the Hopf dual k ITxl] of g 
the algebra of formal power series kuxJ. Note that every finite dimensional 
homomorphic image of k[xJ has the form k[ x]/(xn); hence comparing the 
direct limits defining k[rxl] and k[x]O, we see that we can identify the 
former with a subcoalgebra of the latter. 
The coalgebra structures on k[ xl0 and k [[rll’ are induced by the algebra 
structures on k[ x] and k[xl), respectively. In particular, SZ, = Cr+sZn Z, 8 
z, and EZ, = 6,,, which means that .z,(pql = Cr+s=n z,(plz,(ql and 
z,(I) = So,. The corresponding k[ xl-module structure on k[ xl0 (see Section 
1.2) is given by Cxf )(p) =f(xp); in particular xz, = z,_r. Multiplication by 
x is a derivation, i.e., x(f*g) = (xf)*g + f*(xg). To simplify notation let 
B(n-1) = (k[x]/q”k[x])* for n > 0. 4 
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3.2 
THEOREM 3.2 (The coalgebra of linearly recursive sequences). 
(a) As a coalgebra k[ x Jo = B4 B, , where the direct sum is over all 
manic irreducible polynomials q E k[x]. The subcoalgebra B, 
= l~~k[xl/qnk[xl)’ of k[xl O is irreducible and will be called the irre- 
ducible component of q. 
(b) B, = Il_nlJk[x]/xnk[x])* = klxJ” is a connected Hopf algebra with 
countable basis {z,Jm > O}. 
(c) The coalgebra map y : B, 8 (k[ r]/qk[ xl>* + k[ xl’, defined by y(.z, 
cs g> = .z,*g, takes values in B, It maps isomorphically onto B, if q is 
separable (always the case if k is a perfect field). 
Proof. If p = q;‘qt’ .*. 4:’ is the primary decomposition of the poly- 
nomial p E k[x], then it follows from the Chinese remainder theorem that 
kM/pkM = @l<i<s k[xl/q:N 1 x as an algebra, and since these sum- 
mands are irreducible (local) algebras, we have 
(k[x]/pk[x])* z @ (k[x]/q;lk[x])* = @ B;;,-? 
where the summands are irreducible coalgebras. 
tion 
k[x]’ = 15 (k[x]/J)* f 
IGigs ” 
This gives the decomposi- 
into the maximal irreducible components B,, where the sum is over all manic 
irreducible polynomials in k[ x 1. 
The irreducible component B, E k[rxjj’ (see Section 3.1 for notation) is a 
connected Hopf algebra with countable basis { z,lm > O}, unit zo, multiplica- 
tion 
counit l .2, = S,,, comultiplication 6z, = Cr+s=m z, B z,, and antipode 
@%n = (- l)?z,. 
If q E k[ x] is irreducible then dim(k[ x]/q”k[ xl) = dim (k[rl/q”k[xl)* 
n deg q. To prove assertion (c) it therefore suffices to show that the 
rzstrictions y,, : B!“’ 8 BP) + k[ x]” map into Bi”) for n > 0, and that they 
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are all injective exactly when q is separable. Clearly, y0 maps bijectively onto 
By), and we proceed by induction. Notice first that /-L,, : ICC xI” ” + k[ x I, the 
n-fold iteration of multiplication, is a coalgebra map (k[ XI@“’ has the usual 
tensorproduct coalgebra structure), so that Q,, = ( JL, 8 p,>S, and 
(z,,*g),u, = (z,, B gh?,u,, = (.z,pu, Q gp,M for g E Mxl”. But z,,cc, = 
Ii,+ - +i,=n ‘i, * a.0 8 zi, and thus (z,*g)p, = gp,(Ci,+ _ +i,=n (zi, @ I>8 
@ . . . 8 ( zi,, 8 1)s). This is summarized in the commutative diagram 
Now if g(qk[xl) = 0, i.e., g E BF’, then (z,,*g)q”+‘p = 0 and (z,*g>q”p 
= g((q’)“p). This is because (z. @J 1)6(qp) = qp and (zi @ l)S(qp) = q’p 
+ qp’. We conclude that z,*g E Bin’, and also that z,*g E Bin-l) if and 
only if g((q’)“k[x]) = 0. Since gcd(q, (q’)“) is 1 if q is separable and q 
otherwise, it follows that z,*g E Bin- I) if and only if g = 0 or if q is 
inseparable. W 
3.3. Remarks 
(1) If q is irreducible and separable, then BT’/B’“- ‘) E B(O) by Theo- 
rem 3.2(c). Multiplication by q, i.e., the map q” : k[x]$ --) k[ x]’ defined by 
(qoj-xp> =f(pq), restricts to B 
give rise to isomorphisms q1 : B, 
, and the resulting maps q” : By’ + By- ‘) 
6, _ E BP’ ‘j/B:’ + BF’/By - ‘) z Br’, qle 
= eoq’. 
(2) If char k = 0 then B, = k[xl” is isomorphic to the polynomi al 
algebra k[ y] via the identification z, = y”/n!. Note also that q” : k[x]O + 
k[x]’ is given by q”(f*zj) = Cr+s=j (f”q”‘/r!)z,, where q”’ is the rth 
derivative of q, As an algebra k[x]O is isomorphic to the algebra of rational 
functions without poles at zero under ordinary multiplication. 
(3) If char k = p # 0, then B, and hence k[ x]” have zero divisors, since 
z,*z, =Owhenever r+s =p” with n > 0. If F is the prime field with p 
elements, then q = x P - t is an inseparable irre cp . ucrble polynomial over the 
field of rational functions k = F,(t). Then zi*g E BF’ whenever g E Br’, 
so that y : B, @ B(O) --f B, 
(4) A point of k[x]’ 
is not injective. 
is a representative functional f = C, ~ a f(Xn)Z, 
with f(l) = 1 and s(f) =f @ f. This means that f( xn> =f(r>“, so that 
f : k[ x] -+ k is an algebra map determined by the element f(r) = a E k. 
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Thus Gk[r]’ = Alg(k[x], k) E k is th e set of points (grouplike elements in 
the terminology of [9]) of k[x]O. Each B,, q irreducible, has at most one 
point, and it has one exactly when q is linear, i.e., q = x - a. The corre- 
sponding point is e(a) = C, ~ o amz, E k[x]‘. A primitive over the point f 
is a functional g = C, B o g( rm)z, satisfying g(l) = 0 and 6g = g 8 f + f 
Q g. This implies that g(x r+s) = g(rr)f(xS) + f(x’)g(x”), so that g : k[x] 
+ k is an f-derivation and the vector space of primitives over the point f is 
P,k[x]O = DerJk[x], k) E k. Notice that 
g =g(x) c mc12, = dZ)$e(“)( . 
m>O x=(I 
4. COMODULES OF LINEARLY RECURSIVE SEQUENCES 
4.1 
Every free k[ xl-module is of the form V[ x] = V @ k[ x] for some vector 
space V. If V is finite dimensional, as we shall assume from here on, then the 
linear dual of the polynomial module V[x] is V[x]* = V* 8 k[x]*. It has 
the topological basis {vi @ zj]l < i < n, 0 <j] if {vi]1 < i < n] is the dual 
basis of the basis {y/l < i Q n} of V, i.e., U’(UJ> = 6;. The comodule dual 
V[x]’ is the subspace of representative functionals in V[r]*. These are the 
functionals g for which ker g contains a submodule M of finite codimension, 
so that g can be viewed as an element of (V[ xl/M >*. Since M = PV[x] for 
some P E End(V[ x]) by Proposition 2.2, we see that g is represented by a 
series g=CsrogS@zsr whose coefficients form a linearly recursive 
sequence in V *, i.e., Co ~ i ~ r ATg,+j = Oforeveryj > Oif P = COqisr Ajx’ 
and if AT is the transpose of Aj. 
The k[ xl-module structure of V[ xl0 is given by (xgXuxm) = g(uxm+ ‘1, 
and a subspace N of V[ x]” is a k[x]-submodule if and only if it is a 
k[ xl’-subcomodule (see Section 1.2). The next results describe the structure 
of V[ xl0 and of its subcomodules. 
4.2 
LEMMA 4.2. V[ xl0 is a cofree k[ ~]~-comodule. More precisely, V[ xl0 G 
V* 8 k[ x]‘. The coaction (Y : V[ xl0 -+ V[x]’ cs k[ xl0 is given by ag = 
c 8 > 0 D”g Q z,, where (D”g)(ux’) = g(ux’+S). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, the submodule M = PV[x] of V[x] is of 
finite codimension if and only if det P # 0. Moreover, I det P = P adj P 
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implies that (det P)V[ x] L PV[ x] = M. This determinant argument shows 
that the set of submodules pV[ x] with p E k[x] - {O} is cofinal in the 
partially ordered set of submodules PV[x] with P E End,,,(V)[x]. The 
canonical projection 
V @ k[ x]/(det P)V[ x] + V[ x]/PV[ x] 
induces a canonical injection 
Pbl/~vbl)* - PM/W WM)* 
E V* 8 (k[ x]/(det P)k[ xl)*. 
Since this happens for every submodule M = PV[x] of finite codimension in 
v[x], we conclude that V[x]’ z V* 8 k[xl”. Now, if g E V[xI” then by 
definition (crg)(ux’ @ x’) = gtux+‘), so that ag = CSao D”g 8 2,. n 
4.3 
THEOREM 4.3. Let N be a finite dimensional subcomodule of V[ xl’. 
Then: 
(a) N = @, Nq, where the sum is over all manic irreducible polynomials 
of k[x] and where N4 = N n (V* @ B4> is the “largest” B,-subcomodule of 
N; 
(b) each N4 has a finite filtration NT’ c NJ’) c *-* c NCm-l) = N4 such 
that N’i’/N’i-1’ E - 
(c)‘if q % 
W. 8 Br’ for some subspaces Wj of V *“; 
separab e, then N4 E t’ G3 o ~ j < m Wj Q zj* By’ for a finite chain 
of subspaces W,_, c W,,,_, c '-a c W, c W, of V*. 
Proof. 
Bs). 
Consider the inclusion N c V[ xl0 = V * 8 k[ xl0 = @$V * 8 
The first assertion can be proved in several ways. A direct sum 
decomposition of a coalgebra induces a direct sum decomposition of any 
module over that coalgebra [5]. In our case the decomposition of N also 
follows from the fundamental theorem of finitely generated torsion modules 
over a principal ideal domain, since N is a finitely generated k[ xl-module. 
If NY(j) = N n (V * 8 B$)! for j 2 0, where Bf-l) = (k[ x]/q’k[ x]>* as 
in Theorem 3.2 then N(j)/N(J-‘) is a cofree B(O)-subcomodule of V* @J B(O) 
(cofree becausl k[ x ]/ik[ x] 4s a field and thuS4 B$)’ is a simple coalgebr& 
whence (b). 
If q is separable, then we get [as in remark (1) of Section 3.31 injective 
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maps 
forj > 0 and some subspaces W. of V”, where q’(w @ e) = w @ e”q’. This 
proves (c), since B, co) = (k[ x ]/qL[ xl)* is simple. n 
5. POLYNOMIALS ASSOCIATED WITH SUBCOMODULES 
5.1 
In order to avoid any chance of confusion, in the sequel we shall use the 
operator D to express the action of k[ x] on V[x]” (see Section 3.0, so that 
(Dg&“‘) = g(ux m+ ‘1. The rank of the free k[ xl-module V[x] is equal to 
the dimension of V over k. Since the submodules of maximal rank in V[X] 
are precisely the submodules of finite codimension, we see that the results of 
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 together with Lemma 1.3 establish a bijective correspon- 
dence between equivalence classes of regular operator polynomials, submod- 
ules of finite codimension of V[x], and finite dimensional subcomodules of 
V[xl”. 
wL.m is a k-basis of the subcomodule N of V[ xl’, then any subset 
of V[xl of the form {pjllGjGm, where fi<pj) = Szj, is linearly independent. 
The linear map r = C,,i6,fi @ pi: V[x]” Q V[x] + k, given by r(g Q q) 
= C, $ i s m g( pi)J;(q), defines linear projections ri : V[ xl0 + V[ xl0 and 
rs : V[ x] + V[ xl. If q1 = Z - rl and q2 = Z - r2 are the complementary 
projections, then N = im pi = ker q1 and N’ = ker r2 = im q2. 
5.2 
LEMMA 5.2. Let N be a finite dimensional subcomodule of V[x]’ with 
basis {A]1 G i d m) and let p. E V[x] be of 
Sij. ZfZ - 1 = max{degpi~lGi4mr then: 
minimal degree subject to f;(pj) = 
(a> r,V[rl c Vixl,, th e subspace of polynomials of degree less than 1 in 
V[x], and dim N < ZdimV; 
(b) r,V[x] = V[x], ifand only ifN’ = qzV[x] is equal to q,x’V[x], in 
which case dim N = 1 dim V. 
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Proof. (a): If E r,V[ then p r2 p = C, s i $ m p,fL< p) and deg p 
< 1, whence the inclusion. Now, dim N = dim N* = dim V[ r]/N’ = 
dim r,V[x] Q dimV[xJ = ZdimV. 
The “only if’ part of (b) is obvious, since r,V[ X] = ker 92 = V[ xl1 
clearly implies that 9zV[x] = 92~‘V[ x] and dim N = 1 dim V. To prove the 
“if’ part, suppose that 92V[ X] = 92 x’V[ x]. This means that for each u E 
V[x] there is a w E V[x] such that 922’ = 92~1~, i.e., 9s(u - xlw) = 0, so 
that u - xlw E ker 9 2 = r,V[xl C Vtx],. If u is in V[ xl1 then deg(u - r’w) 
< 1 implies that w = 0 and hence that u E r,V[ xl. w 
5.3 
THEOREM 5.3. A finite dimensional subcomodule N of V[ x]” is manic 
(i.e., N’ = PV[x] f or a manic polynomial P E End(V[ xl)) if and only if the 
linear map Tl : N + V[ x]?, (Tl f )u = f(u), is bijective. Moreover, if 
Cf;L,, isabasisofNand(pJIQjqm 
degree subject 
in V[ x] is such that pj has minimal 
to the condition that fiC pj> = a,,, then 1 - 1 = 
max r<j<mIdeg Pj] and P =r’I - CrGiGrn Pi @ (0xX1). 
Proof. If N’ = PV[x] f or some manic polynomial P of degree 1 
in End(V[xI), then dim(V[x]/PV[x]) = ZdimV, N z (V[x]/PV[r])*, and 
V[X] = V[x], @ PV[x]. Hence, dim N = ZdimV and T,(f) = 0 for f E N 
if and only if f = 0. Conversely, if Tl : N -+ V[ xl: is bijective, {fj}, ~ i ~ ,n is a 
basis of N, and pj E V[ X] has minimal degree subject to the condition that 
f(s) 7 aij, th en dim N = dim V[ xl1 = 1 dim V, 1 - 1 = max{deg pj}, and 
is a basis of V[x],. But then r,V[xl = V[x], and thus N’ = 
9/)7j:j~m9,r’V[x] by I. emma 5.2(b), where 92 = I - r2 and r2 = Xi pi cs 
f,:V[x]-tV[ 1‘ d x as escribed above. Restrict the map 9s x1 = IX’ - Xi pi 8 
D”fi : V[ r] + V[ X] to V, and then extend the result to a k[x]-endomor- 
phism P E End(V[r]). It follows that PV[x] G q,x’V[x] = N’, since 
whenever u = Xi uixi E V[r] then Pu = C, xj(x$ - Xi pifi<x$>> = 
Cj xJqz x’(v,>, and since N’ = ker r2 = 92V[ x] = 92 r’V[ x] is a k[ xl-sub- 
module of V[ xl. Moreover, P is clearly manic and regular and deg P = I, so 
thatdimV[x]/PV[x] = ldimV = dimV[r]/N’. Hence, PV[x] = N’. n 
5.4. Remarks 
(a) Among polynomials of minimal degree in their orbits (under the 
action described in Sections 2.4 and 5.1) a manic operator polynomial P is 
unique up to a constant invertible operator factor. This is because the leading 
coefficient of a nonconstant invertible operator polynomial U must be singu- 
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lar, since its determinant is the leading coefficient of det U. The last result 
not only gives a characterization of manic operator polynomials and its manic 
left divisors in terms of subcomodules of V[ xl”, but also gives a procedure to 
compute them. 
(b) A polynomial P E End(V[ xl> is called comonic if its constant term is 
the identity automorphism Z of V. It is not in general uniquely determined 
by the associated subcomodule (PV[x])’ of V[x]‘, since it will not be the 
unique comonic polynomial in its orbit under the right action of Aut(V[r]). 
For any regular polynomial P E End(V[x]> there is an element a E k such 
that det Z’(a) # 0. It is then clear that P = QE precisely if P(x + a>P(a)-’ 
= Q(x + u>Q(a)~‘Q(u>E(r + a)P(u>-‘. Since P(x + u)P(u)-’ and Q<x 
+ u>Q(u)-i are comonic, we see that the problem of finding divisors of 
regular polynomials reduces to that of finding comonic divisors of comonic 
polynomials. 
(c) The map P : End(V[x]) + End(V[x]), PP = xdegP P(l/x), gives a 
bijection between comonic polynomials and manic polynomials not divisible 
by x, hence between comonic subcomodules and the manic subcomodules 
not containing all of V *. This fact will be crucial in the analysis of the 
comonic case. Let us first give a characterization of comonic subcomodules of 
V[XJO. 
5.5 
THEOREM 5.5. A subcomodule N of V[ x]” is comonico(l\r’ = PV[ x] for 
a cornonic P E End(V[x])) if and only if N, = N f? V[rxl = 0, i.e., if and 
only if D : N -+ N is bqective. 
Proof. If P = PO + XQ then det P = det PO + xq. Let p E k[x] be 
manic of minimal degree such that (det P)V[ x] c pV[ x] c PV[x], i.e., such 
that N c V* 8 (k[ x]/pk[ xl)*. Then p divides det P. Moreover, Zp = PE 
by Proposition 2.2, so that p” = det P det E and det P divides p”. Hence, x 
divides de& P if and only if ii divides p. Thus, det PO # 0 precisely if 
N n VExjj = N n (V* 8 kMl > = 0. n 
6. MONIC EXTENSION AND REPRESENTATION OF COMONICS 
6.1 
The inclusion map T : V[x]” -+ V[x]*, T(f)u = f(u), takes the form 
T(f) = Cf(x’)zj = C (D’ff)Cl)zj 
j>O j > 0 
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in terms of the topological basis {z jj 2 0) of V[ xl*. Composition with the 
restriction to the subspace V[ xii o f’ polynomials of degree less than i gives a 
linear map 
T, :v[x]O -+ v[r]* + v[x]* ) 
Tifz cOSj<i f(~i)z~ = co, j.,(DjfXi)zj, i.e., T&v) =~(IJ> for u E 
V[ ~1~. The restriction of T, to a finite dimensional subcomodule N of V[ x]” 
is of course injective for large integers i. The index of N is the least positive 
integer ind N = I for which Tl]N : N + V[ r]; is injective, i.e., for which 
kerTJN = n,,,.,, ker xj]N = 0, where xj : V[r]” + V* is given by x,(f) 
= uqXl> = fix9 I t will turn out in Theorem 6.2 that the index of N is 
equal to the minimal degree of a polynomial P E End(V[ xl> such that 
N = (PV[x])‘. 
Thus, Theorem 5.3 says that N is manic of index 1, i.e., N’ = PV[ x] for 
a manic polynomial P of degree 1, if and only if Tl : N + V[x]~ is bijective. 
Our representation theorem for comonic operator polynomials will grow out 
of an “extension to monies” process. 
We are now ready to explicitly construct from a basis of any comonic 
subcomodule N of V[x]” a comonic polynomial P E End(V[ xl> for which 
N = (PV[x])‘. If N is comonic of index I in V[x]‘, then D: N -+ N is 
bijective by Theorem 5.5 and Tl : N + V[ xl;“, (T,f)u = f(u), is injective. It 
follows that 1 is also the least positive integer such that the map T_, : N -+ 
V[r],*, defined by T_,f = C,, i < I( D-jf)(l)zj, is injective. Thus, if p : N + 
V[ xl* is the linear map definedb~ p(f)(r”) = (D-“f>(l), then N’ = p(N) 
is a subspace of V[x]* with dim N = dim N. It is a comonic subcomodule of 
index 1 in V[ x 1” by Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 5.5, since it is D-invariant, i.e., 
Z-$(f) = ,o(D-If), since O_= Dp(f) = p( D-‘f) implies D-‘f = 0 and 
hence f = 0, and since Tl : N + V[ xl;” is injective. 
6.2 
THEOREM 6.2. Let N = (PV[ x])’ be a comonic subcomodule of index Z 
in V[ x]“, and let the linear mup p : N + V[X]* be defined by p(fXx”> = 
( D-mfxl). Then: 
(a> 5 = p(N) 
< = N. 
is a comonic subcomodule of index Z in V[ xl’, and 
(b) deg P = 1, and (QV[ x ]>’ g ?? @ W for a subconwduZe I@ = 
@OGjc,Wjzj of index < 1 in VKrl, where Q(x) = x’P(l/x). 
(c) P = Z - CIGigm xpi @ (D-‘fiX1)foranybasis(fi]l~i<m ofNand 
any poZynomiaZs pj of minimal degree in V[ x], for which fi( pj> = 8, and 
Wpj = 0, where W = @rts=l_l WrzS. 
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Proof. (a): By Section 6.1, i’? = p(N) is a comonic subcomodule of 
index 1 in V[x]“. It follows from D-b(f) = Delp(D-‘Df) = D-lDp(Df) 
= p(Df) that p2(fXxm) = (D-“p(f))(l) = p(Dmf)(l) = (D”f)(l) = 
f(r m). This clearly implies that p’(f) = f and N = N. 
(b): The structure Theorem 4.3 will be useful here. Suppose the polyno- 
mial P such that N = (PV[ IX])’ is comonic of minimal degree s; thus we may 
write P = Z - CIGiqS x”Ai. If f E N, i.e., if fp = f - C, d i 4 s ATD’f = 0, 
then D-“-If - C,, Jo s ATD”-“-jf = 0 for j > 0. Thus gQ = DSg - 
C,, j4 s ATD’-“g = 0 for the corresponding g =_p(f > E G. Hence, N G 
(QV[x])’ c V[x]“. Now, L = (QV[ r])’ = M @ W by Theorem 4.9 where 
M is the maximal comonic subcomodule of L and W = L n V[rxl . Thus, 
N G M. Since M is comonic and since Q = x”P(l/x), arguments as above 
show that the sub_space & = p( M > of V[ x]* is a subcomodule of (P_V[ IX])’ 
=N with dimM=dimM: if geM and f=p(g)Ep(M)=M then 
0 = D-“-jgQ = D-jg - C, ~ ! s s D-‘-jATg; in particular 0 = (D-jgxl) - 
CiGi<,(D-‘-jATg)(l) =f(.yJ)--C1~idsA~f(Xi+j) = (f-C,<&I’A:f;f) 
(d> = POf(x9 for every j > 0, and hence f = p(g) EN = (PV[x])‘. 
Now dim N = dim N < dim M = dim 5 Q dim N shows that G = N and 
N = M. By Theorem 4.3 and a top-down inductive argument we may assume 
that W = @ 
W 
o < i < ,s Wjzj for some chain of subspaces 0 = W, C 
s-1 
C *** C W;‘C W, in V*. The minimality of s = deg P implies that 
s = deg P = deg Q = ind L = ind M = ind N = 1. 
(c): The above construction of N from N gives a bijective correspon- 
dence between bases of N and bases-of I?. Thus, if (hi}, G j G m is a basis of N 
then {gi = Phi]1 g i 4 m is a basis of N. Let gj E V[ xl1 be of minimal degree 
subject to the conditions gi(qj) = ajj and Wqj =_ 9. Then Theorem 5.3 gives 
Q = r’Z - C,, iQm qi @ (D”g,xl), since D’W = 0, and hence P = 
x’Q(l/x) = 1 - Clgi<m x’qi(l/x) @ (D-‘h,)(l). Now let pj = xl-iqj(l/x) 
and hj = D”-‘J; then {fJIG j6 m is a basis of N, and J(rj) = J;: 
(xl-iqj(I/x)) = C(D2-k-‘f;Xqkj> = C(Dekhi) (qkj) = Cg,(r qkj) = 
gj(qj) = Fjj. Moreover, if W = @r+s=I_ WrzS then Wpj = Wqj = 0. Thus, 
P = x’Q(l/x) = Z - C,, i6 m xpi @ (D-‘h)(l). q 
6.3 
COROLLARY 6.3. Zf N is a commit suhcomo$ule of index 1 in V[ xl’, then 
there is a subcomodule W of index < 1 in VExI such that N n W = 0 and 
N @ W is monk of inokx 1. 
Proof. By Theo_rem 6.2(a), N is comonic if and only N is. Now apply 
Theorem 6.2(b) to N. n 
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6.4 
The construction of the polynomial P for a comonic subcomodule N of 
V[ xl0 amounts to the choice of a left inverse L, : V[ x]? + N for Tl : N + 
V[ xl? for which L,W = 0. This corresponds to the choice of a special left 
inverse in [4, Chapter 2],The subspace W = @r+s=l_l WrzS of Vr[x]* is not 
a subcomodule of V [x] in general. Given a basis {fi], Q i ~ m of N, we must 
have L,(g) = CIGjGm 
lar, L,Tr(f) = Cl<j<m 
g(p.)fj for some pj E V[xll G V[x]*)*. In particu- 
T,(fXp) =f(p) f 
T,(jXpj)f. = C14jGmf(pj)fj for fE V[XlO, since 
or every p E V ~1~. Thus, the conditions L,T,I N = 1 and f 
Lllw = 0 are equivalent to fi(pj) = cYij 
rl = Cl<i4m Pi @fi = L,T, : v[ r]O 
and W(pj) = 0. Then the linear map 
+ V[ x]’ is a projection onto N (as in 
Section 5.11, and since (D-lfiXxpj> =fi< pj> = 6ij, so is R, = Cxpi 8 
o-y, = D-'L,T$l : V[ xl0 - V[x]“. If P = I - &pi @ (FlfJl) = z - 
R,(l) then clearly PV[ x] c N’, and we have seen in Theorem 6.2 that in fact 
PV[x] = N’, i.e., (PV[x])’ = N. 
6.5 
Let us illustrate the ideas of this section with some examples. An operator 
polynomial P of degree I determines a subcomodule of V[ x Jo, regarded as 
the space of sequences of elements of V*, by giving a system of linear 
equations to be satisfied by every block of 1 + 1 successive terms of such a 
sequence. P is manic (up to an invertible scalar factor) if and only if this 
system of relations describes the last term of every such block as a function of 
those that precede. P is comonic if and only if the system describes the first 
term of every such block in terms of those that follow. 
If V = k, then by Remark (4) of Section 3.3 the subcoalgebra associated 
with 9 = x - 2 is BF) = ke(2) c k[x]O, where e(2) = C,, o 2n~, represents 
the geometric progression {2”ln > 0). The subcoalgebra associated with 
9’ = (X - 2)’ is RI;‘) = ke(2) @ ke,(2), where e,(2) = z,*e(2) represents 
{n2”- ‘In > 0). A general element be(2) + ce,(2) = (bz, + cz,)*e(2) of 
B(l) represents the 
ncRn > 0). 
“mixed arithmetic geometric” progression {2”-r(2b + 
If V = k @ k, then the space of sequences of pairs {(u2”, 2”-‘(2b + 
nc>ln > O} corresponds to the subcomodule N = k(e(2), 0) @ k(O, e(2)> @ 
k(0, e,(2)) c V[ x]‘, which is comonic and not manic, with polynomial 
P= (; +- (a ;),+ (:, y). 
We can get a manic (but not comonic) subcomodule M = W @ N, where 
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W = k(l, O)z,, with manic polynomial 
To get i’? = p(N) we have to “reverse” 42) and e,(2): 
p(e,(2)) = C (D-"el(2))(l)z, = -.q*e(+) = -e,(i), 
ma0 
since (D-“e(2))(1) = l/2” and (D-“e,(2))(1) = -m/2”+ i. Thus 
ti = k(l,O)e(+) @ k(O,l)e(f) @ k(O,l)e,(+), 
with comonic polynomial 
To extend G to a manic subcomodule we add the simple subcomodule 
VF = /Xl, O)z,. The resulting subcomodule L’? CD @ is manic, with polyno- 
mial 
and P = x*Q(l/x> as predicted by Theorem 6.2. 
6.6 
As another example let us consider a trigonometric comodule. If the 
polynomial q = x2 + 1 is irreducible over k, then k[ x]/qk[ x] is a field and 
I?:“’ = (khl/qkM) * is a simple coalgebra with basis {c, s}, where c(x”) = 
(-1Y = S(X 2i’1> and C(X ‘{‘i) = 0 = s(x~~). Thus, DC = --s and Ds = c, 
6c = c FJ c - s @ s and 6s = s @ c + c Q s, EC = 1 and ES = 0. By Theo- 
rem 3.2(c) the irreducible component B, of k[x]O has basis {c*zj, s*zjloGj. 
If dim V = 3 and (u’, ul, v2} is a basis of V*, then by Theorem 5.5 the 
subspace N of V[x]” spanned by <f, = u”c - uls, fl = ulc + u’s, f2 = 
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u2c + f,,*zi, fs = u2s + fi* zi} is a comonic subcomodule, since Df, = -fi, 
ofi = fO, q2 = fa - fa. wS = fi + f2. Moreover, T2 : N + V[ xl; is injec- 
tive, since T2f’ = u”zo - ulzl, T2fi = ulzo + u”zl, T2f2 = u2.z0 + ulzl, 
T2f3 = (I? + u2>zl, while ker T, = kf., so that ind N = 2. It is now easy to 
see that W, = 0 and W, = ku” + ku’; hence W = (ku’ -I- ku’)z,. Let vj E V 
be such that vi(y) = 8;. Then fi(pj) = 6, and Wpj = 0 if pj = 9 for 
0<j<2andp3= xu2. Thus, identifying End(V > with V 6~ V *, the comonic 
polynomial associated with N is 
P = I - rug CS u1 + XU1 69 Y0 - xv2 8 u” - X%, Q (u’ - U”)) 
since D-‘fo =fl, D-‘fl = -fo, D-‘f2 =fo +f3, D-‘fa =fl - f2. 
As a manic example consider the subcomodule N of V[ x]” spanned by 
f. = u’c, fl = u’s, f2 = ulc +fo*zl, fa = uls +fl*zl, where dimV = 2 
and where the pair {u’, u’} is a basis of V *. Then N is manic and comonic, 
since T, : N + V,[ xl* and D : N -+ N are both bijective. Use either Theo- 
rem 5.3 or 6.2 to find the associated polynomial P. If u’(y) = 8;, then 
pa = vo> p, = ql - q> p, = q> p, = ml satisfy fi< pj) = a,,. This gives 
P = x2z + u. Q u” + u1 8 u1 - XII1 ca 2u” = (X” + 1)Z - 2XU, @ u”. 
We would like to thank the referee for all the helpful suggestions and 
comments. 
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